french accent
RECLAIMED MATERIALS AND AGED FINISHES MAKE A SCOTTSDALE
RESIDENCE REMINISCENT OF A MEDITERRANEAN FARMHOUSE.
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For a client with a hillside lot in Scottsdale, architect Erik
Peterson and interior designer Caroline Tyler DeCesare
collaborated to create a home with a Mediterranean
farmhouse feel. The multiple rooflines are covered by
tiles with Genoese detailing from Cholla Tile and were
installed by Lifetime Roof Systems. For the grounds,
landscape architect Jeff Berghoff artfully integrated
desert plantings to complement the dramatic site.
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Opposite: The entrance hall, which leads to the great room, establishes a rustic tone with oak floors from Modern
Group. A distressed bench and an antique drop-leaf table with barley-twist legs contribute to the overall effect.
Below: Textiles in various textures and patterns are brought together in the great room, where a neutral
palette prevails. Sofas from Bungalow dressed in Cisco Brothers linen and the client’s own chairs reupholstered
in a Stout damask are arranged around a tufted Curations Limited table covered in fabric from Castel. Builder
Scott Pfeiffer sourced reclaimed wood for the beams throughout.

I

n planned communities governed by stringent
aesthetic codes, the desire to build a residence
with a sense of authenticity might seem an elusive
aspiration. To wit: How to erect a new “authentic”
Mediterranean home with such requirements half
a world away from the sea that lends the style its name?
Yet that is exactly what a design team was able to realize
for one Scottsdale homeowner.
“She wanted a French farmhouse feel with a minimum of
three or four structures on the site,” architect Erik Peterson
recalls about early conversations with his client, a woman
with high school-aged children. So he conjured a design he
describes as “a rambling campus of buildings that included
the main house, a gatehouse-art studio, a guesthouse and a
vertical element meant to look like an old grain tower.” The
client, adds interior designer Caroline Tyler DeCesare, “liked
the casual rusticity of stone and wood. She has kids and
dogs, so she didn’t want the place to take itself too seriously.”

To balance both authenticity and the family’s
modern lifestyle, Peterson, DeCesare and builder
Scott Pfeiffer turned to materials and finishes that were
either aged or treated to appear weathered over time.
“We used reclaimed beams on the exterior and interior,”
Pfeiffer says. “For example, all the rafter tails and patio
beams are reclaimed, as is the barn wood we used
on some of the interior walls and cabinetry.” Tumbledlimestone and distressed-wood floors, hand-troweled
plaster walls, pressed-tin accents and reclaimed-stone
mantels also enhance the old-world appearance. The
team even went so far as to unearth antique-style
light switches with button mechanisms. Additionally,
Peterson says, “all the rooms are human-scaled and
have character; they’re not all big and square. We then
constructed built-in shelves, niches, private doorways,
a small unexpected window and other elements I call
‘discovery moments.’ ”
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Opposite: Gabby Home barstools pull up to a rift-cut white-oak island topped with a bluestone-honed-limestone
slab by Craftsman Court Ceramics from RAM Marble & Granite Designs; the company also provided the perimeter
counters, made of Arizona Tile’s Bianco Carrara marble. Tabarka Studio’s hand-painted tiles compose the backsplash.
Below: In the breakfast area, DeCesare commissioned the painted hardwood cabinetry, fabricated by
Euro American Style and sporting Schaub & Company hardware. The RH dining table is surrounded
by Aidan Gray cane-back chairs, and the light fixture is from the client’s own collection.

“WE CONSTRUCTED BUILT-IN SHELVES,
NICHES, PRIVATE DOORWAYS, A SMALL
UNEXPECTED WINDOW AND OTHER
ELEMENTS I CALL ‘DISCOVERY MOMENTS.’ ”
–Erik Peterson
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Above: The library is framed by wall niches with
shelves. This one, which services a wet bar,
accommodates glassware and silver pieces.
Left: In the dining area, an expandable RH table
is paired with the client’s own host chairs and
antique side chairs, which are all covered in Kravet
fabrics. Matching Suzanne Kasler pendant fixtures
for Visual Comfort & Co., purchased by the client,
punctuate this area and the adjacent seating area.
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Multiple areas for entertaining in the library include a games table in one corner. The backdrop is a pair of niche shelves
DeCesare artfully arranged with books, photographs and other objects old and new from the client’s collections.

For furnishings, the client had wanted to repurpose many
of her beloved pieces from her last residence. “In that home,
she had leaned toward English country furniture,” DeCesare
says. “The pieces were a little more refined than the rustic
country look, but we liked the mix.” The interior designer,
who worked closely on the project with colleague Kelsey
Webb Hunzeker, reupholstered some of these furnishings
and supplemented them with newer furniture and lighting as
well as a smattering of pattern that make the interiors feel
relevant today. The aim, she explains, was to create “casual,
relaxed spaces with a nod to tradition—without being
overdecorated and overdone.”
A neutral palette unifies the furnishings and the overall
layout. The underlying mood is gray, but each room
takes on a faint tonal shift—buttery flax in the breakfast
room, wheat in the living room, subtle lilac in the master
bedroom. Upholstery is mostly solid, too, which adds
to the sense of continuity from one room to the next.
“She’s not afraid of pattern,” DeCesare says of her client.
“But we wanted to layer spaces, rather than overwhelm
them.” For instance, the interior designer re-covered the
original living room armchairs in a graphically overscale
suzani-like textile, imparting a sense of modernity;
yet the colorway is pale and understated enough to
keep the chairs from disrupting the generally soothing
monochromatic ambience.
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Above: The living area of the
library was appointed using the
owner’s furniture from her previous
house, which DeCesare set atop an
antique Oushak carpet from Azadi
Fine Rugs. Throughout the room,
between niches and windows,
are E.F. Chapman Cawdor wall
lights for Visual Comfort & Co.
Left: The client didn’t want stair
railings but opted for them for safety
reasons, so DeCesare customized
a minimalist design from Creative
Metals for an interior stairway that
leads to two upstairs bedrooms. The
walls are a cream-colored plaster.

Opposite: A BainUltra Sanos tub from Clyde Hardware outfitted with a Sigma shower mount from Ferguson
takes center stage in the master bathroom atop a Facings of America tile floor from Modern Group.
Below: An Oly bed dressed in a velvet coverlet from The Linen Tree is flanked by French-style nightstands
from Gabby Home. The caned wing chairs are from Found by Domestic Bliss; underfoot is an Oushak
carpet purchased at Azadi Fine Rugs. Windows are draped in Pindler linen.

DeCesare also introduced unpretentious metal
elements—an iron chandelier in the living room, a quasiindustrial ceiling fixture over the breakfast table, a reclaimed
pressed-tin wall ornament with peeling paint and another
iron chandelier in the master bedroom—that telegraph a
grounding utilitarian quality to complement the home’s
agrarian farmhouse integrity.
Outside, the team faced a challenge with the topography
of the site, a hillside with a roughly 45-degree slope.
Landscape architect Jeff Berghoff worked with Peterson
on arranging the structures and terracing the land. “There’s
a 10-foot retaining wall on the east side of the property,
where we cut into the slope to create the main level,”
Berghoff says. To keep attention on the landscape rather

than the retaining wall, he designed a natural look to frame
the meandering road that leads to the car court and entry.
“You wind through native trees that give you dappled light,”
he says. “It’s not a formal allée; it’s more of an organized
expression, so they look like they’ve always been there.”
Berghoff deployed mostly indigenous plants outside the
wall, but inside he introduced non-native greenery as well to
achieve a feel he describes as “an enhanced lush desert.”
Collectively, the home’s multiple structures imitate a
Mediterranean village on a hill, one overlooking not a sea
but rather the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The success
of the project lies in the fact that the new construction
looks convincingly historic, inside and outside. And that
is, authentically, as it should be.
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